
HOW TO SET THE TABLE EXAMPLES LEVEL 2

Place setting for two people

Four course meal: first course, soup; second course, fish; main course, meat and
vegetables; fresh fruit salad and ice-cream for dessert. Drinks: wine, water and soft
drinks.

  Spread the tablecloth on the table.

  Place the table mat on the table, in front of the chairs. 

  Put the large main course plate, then the fish course plate and finally the soup

bowl on top of the table mat.

  Place the large fork for the meat next to the plate on the left, put the fish fork

next to it.

  The large meat knife (blade pointing inwards) on the right of the plates, the fish

fork next to it and the soup spoon next to the fish fork.

  The dessert fork and dessert spoon go at the top of the plates. The dessert fork

first with the handle pointing to the left, for use with the left hand and dessert

spoon above it with its handle for using with the right hand.

  The water glass goes at the top – middle to right of the plates- and the wine

glass (the red wine glass first and the white wine glass next to it) to the right of

it.   

 The napkin normally goes on top of the soup bowl or on the bread plate (if using

a bread plate, it will be put to the left hand side of the place setting with the

napkin on top of the plate with the butter / bread knife).

 If it is “family service”, when people serve themselves from serving dishes,

these are placed in the centre of the table, with bread, drinks or condiments like

salt and pepper to the side. If food is brought already on plate, then drinks etc

can be placed in the centre. 

(*Remember - cutlery is used working from outside to in!)


